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Rose gold platform heels wide fit



Go to Skip content to navigation Flip image to zoom in Shop the look - Wide fit (D fitting)- Extra measure on insole, width and joint-rose gold finish- Cross strap design- Contrast cork sole- Platform heel height: 4.8/13cm ProductCode: 522931094 Care Guide: Upper: Textile.Lining:
Textile.Sole: Other. Republic of Ireland - € - English Skip to Content Skip to Navigation Choose for enchanting metallics in these rose gold heels.- Wide fit (D fitting)- Extra measure over the insole, joint and instep- Enhanced comfort- Padded sock- Leather-look finish- Open toe- Strappy
design- Slingback attachment- Platform sole- Block heel height: 4 / 10cm*This product is registered by The Vegan Society and is completely animal free.* Product code: 625232894 Care Guide: Upper, Lining and Sole: Other. Republic of Ireland - € - English Now £11.70Was £39.00Then
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are, where you come from and what you're planning. Exclusive to ASOS, our universal brand is for you, and comes in all our fit ranges: ASOS Curve, Tall, Petite and Maternity. Made by us, styled by you. Lining sock: 100% other materials, tongue: 100% other materials, Upper: 100% other
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